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I. Introduction 

The theory of equilibrium in incomplete markets was one of the more important advances 
in economic theory in the 80's, and until today it is a very active research topic. Recent surveys 

" on the subject (Duffie [1990], Genakoplos [1990], Magill and Shaffer [1991]) testify it and give 
large references on the literature. The bulk of the research has being done in constructing formal 
descriptions of an economy with incomplete contracts, and characterizing the equilibria. However 
there is not much research addressing the question of why the markets are incomplete, and there is 
a lack of research addressing the question of which markets are open and which markets are 
c1osed. Our paper is an effort in the direction of giving formalized answers to both questions. 

We build a model in two versions. In both versions there are two periods, period zero and 
period one. At period O, there is uncertainty about the state of nature at period one. At period 1 
alI uncertainty is resolved. There is one monopolist producer and selIer of an intermediate product 
and a continuum of competitive buyers. The production process of the intermediate product takes 
one period of time, so output at period 1 is determined at period O. At period O buyers are better 
informed than the producer about the likelihood of the different states of nature at period 1. The 
intermediate product at period 1 is sold in two different ways: as a contingent contract at period O; 
and as a spot contract at period 1. However the producer and selIer decides which contingent 
contracts to offer at period 0. 1 AlI participants in the markets are risk-neutral and have rational 
expectations, in the sense that at period O they correct1y forecast the spot price that will occur in 
each state of nature at period 1 and they use the correct probability distribution conditional to their 
information at period O. 

In the first version of the model buyers at period O have perfect information about the state 
of nature that will occur at period 1. In the second model buyers have at period O imperfect 
information about the state of nature at period 1, but are better informed than the producer. In 
both models the producer in interested in open contingent markets at period O to acquire some 
information from buyers. However due to the rational expectations assumption, if the producer 
opens a contingent market for state she has to give up his monopoly power at that state of nature. 2 

Let's see why this is true in the first and simpler model where buyers know at period O which state 
of nature at period 1 will occur. Since they have rational expectations they will buy in the 
contingent market only if the· contingent price at period O is smaller than the spot price that will 
occur at period 1. This implies that the producer has to charge at the contingent market the 

.. competi tive price, Le., the price that equates demand to marginal cost. Any price bellow that will 
reduce profits. Any price above that cannot be an equilibrium. If contingent price is above the 
competitive price the producer will have incentives to produce quantities over and above the 

.. quantities already committed in the contingent market. That is because he knows that if buyers 

IThis is possible because there is no reselling of the product 

2Coutinho and Saldanha [1989] were the tirst to notice this facto 
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buy the contingent product the state upon which the product is contingent will occur for sure3 and 
the price at which buyers will be willing to buy in the spot market at period 1 is above marginal 
cost for quantities above the quantity already sold in the contingent market. This will make the 

• spot price in period 1 bellow the contingent price. But it is a contradiction that retailers have 
bought in the contract markets, have rational expectations and the spot price is bellow the 

.. contingent price. 

Therefore the producer faces the following trade off: by opening a contingent market at 
state s' he is able to make a better informed production decision, however he has to charge the 
competitive price and thus give up his monopoly power at state s'; if he does not open the 
contingent market for state s' he does not make a well-informed production decision but can 
charge monopolist price in the spot market at period 1 when state 1 occurs. Therefore it is not 
surprising that some contingent markets may be closed. However we have been able to show in 
both versions of the model that at least one market will be closed. The intuition behind the result 
is that by closing one market the monopolist does not lose information compared to the case with 
complete markets and can make informed monopolist profits in the state of nature for which there 
is no contingent market. In the first version we compute which markets are open and which 
markets are closed. 

Section 11 describes the basic assumptions that will be used in the model. Section 111 
develops some basic results that will be used in both versions of the model. Section IV develops 
the perfect information model. Section V develops the imperfect information model. Section VI 
concludes and gives directions for future research. 

11. Basic Assumptions 

AI. The model has two periods, called period zero and period one. 

Al. There is one monopolist, producer and seller of an intermediate product, called the 
"producer". There is a continuum of price-taking buyers of the intermediate product, called the 
"retailers", indexed by a in the interval [0,1]. 

A3. The producer's production process of the intermediate good takes one period of time, so 
period 1 's output is completely determined at period O. The cost of throwing away output at period 

3He does not know tbe retailers' infonnation but knows that retailers have and ean infer from retailers' behavior in tbe 
contingent marlret tbeir infonnation. Because retailers are prefeetly informed they may buy tbe produet eontingent on 
state s' only in tbe state tbey know that state s' will oeeur. Therefore if retailers buy eontingent on state s' tbe 
producer can infer that the state s' will oeeur fore sure. 
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1 is zero.4 The retailer's output is made in a fixed proportion of the intermediate product used as 
input, so we will use the same symbol to represent both, the intermediate good and the final good. 

A4. The producer and the retailers are risk neutral. 

This assumption alIows to focus on information incentives to contracting, simplifies the 
calculations because it focus only on expected values, and yet, it is the natural assumption in an 
environment where alI agents are firms. 

AS. There is not reselling of the intermediate product. 

A6. There is a finite set O of states of nature at period 1. There is a probability space (O, P) 
where the probability P is public known. The state of nature at period one is the realization of a 
random variable m: O ~ O. The induced probability distribution of m, v = P o m-I is public 
known. There is also another "informational" random variable f): O ~G to some measurable 
space G. f) is constant on each set m -I ( {mo}) for any mo E O . 

A7. The intermediate product is sold in two different ways. As a contingent futures contract at 
period O: the product to be delivered in period 1 only if the state of nature is m EO, is transacted 
at period O. As a spot contract at period 1: The product to be delivered at period 1 is transacted at 
period 1. The spot contract is transacted after alI information about the state of nature is made 
publico The contingent futures are offered by the producer at period O. The producer decides at 
period zero which contingent contracts (if any) to offer. The price of the futures contract 
contingent to state m EO is denoted by qw and the total quantity of contracts transacted is denoted 
by Zw. Each contract is made for 1 unity of intermediate product. Both qw and Zw are random 

variables qw,Zw : O ~ 91+ . 

AS. The informational scheme is the folIowing: Before period zero the producer makes his 
decisions using the probability v: O ~ [0,1] given by v(A) = P(m-I(A». AIso before period zero 
the retailers observe the value f)o of the random variable f) and use the conditional probabilityS 

li: O ~ [0,1], Ii(m) = lieo (m) = p( mlf)o). 
Immediately after period zero the producer observes the prices qw and the quantities Zw of 

the contingent futures contracts sold at period zero and then updates his probability distribution by 
the conditional probability6 v(m) = P(mlqw,Zw). At period 1 alI the uncertainty is resolved and 

m E O becomes public known. 

4S0 that the producer can decide not to seU alI of bis production if he finds it more profitabIe . 

SWhere the conditional probablity p(lOIOo) = plJo is defined by 

P(B) = JB(JBnlJ-1{1J1) dPIJ, (lO) YP(lO). 

&rhe probability V(lO) is actualIy v given that ° is consistent with qt» and Zt» • : V(lO) = p(lOlO e {qt» (O) = q and 

Z/D(O) = Z/D})' 
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A9. The agents have rational expectations. The retailers believe at period o that the spot price of 
the intermediate product at period 1 is going to be p (J) if the state is OJ. This hypothesis says that 

their beliefs are actually realized: p{J) = p{J) . 

AIO. The demand for the final good at period 1 state of nature OJ is D{J)(p{J) =a{J) -b{J)p{J), and 

where their believes of the agents are consistent with these demands. We will see that the 
aggregate derived demand for the intermediate product in the spot and futures market is 

S{J) =h{J) -k{J)s{J) , where s{J):= min{q{J),r{J)}, and h{J):= b::l ' k{J):= b::l. All the results in this model are 

written in terms of the parameters h{J) and k (J) • 

All. The producer has the cost function c(y) = py2, where P> O. Retailer a has the cost 

function c a (x) = 4~ X2 •7 

We analyze two cases for the model. The Perfect information case, in which the retailers 
know with certainty at period O which state of nature is going to occur at period 1, but the 
producer doesn't know it. This corresponds to a random variable () which gives full information, 
i.e. there exists an injective function f: n ~ G, such that the diagram 

(J) 

n n 
o f 
'\. ./ 

conmutes. We also analyze the Imperfect information model, in which all the retailers observe 
the same random variable () . 

111. Some Basic Results 

Ill.l Retailers' Demand 

Retailer ai s maximization problem at period 1, state OJ, is 

max{p{J)(x{J) +z{J)-r{J)x{J) - Lq{J)z{J) -ca(x{J) +Z{J)} 
x .. <?O veO 

where x{J) is the amount he buys at the spot market at period 1, and Zv is the amount of future 

contracts contingent to state v, already bought at period O. This is equivalent to the problem: 

whose interior solution is 

max{(p{J) -rQ,)x{J) -ca(x{J) +z{J)} 
x .. <?O 

1 
p{J)-r{J) = (Dca)(x{J) +Z{J)=-(x{J) +z{J) if x>O, 

2a 
x{J) +z{J) = 2a(p{J) -r{J) if x> O. 

But the interior condition x{J) > O is equivalent to Z{J) < 2a(p{J) - r{J). Therefore 

7 This specific functional form is made only to simplify calculations. 
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(3.1) 

At period 0, the retailer has the probability distribution p: fi --+ [0,1] and believes that the 
prices at period 1, state OJ, are going to be p Ol,rOl. He maximizes his expected profits: 

max E[P(X+Z)-rx- :LqOlzOl -Ca(X+Z)]. 
{ Z.,IOlEQ} OlEQ 

But he believes that his demand at period 1, xOl(zOl)' will be given by (3.1) with POl = POl' rOl = f.v. 
Therefore his problem is 

max E[P(X(Z) +z) -fx(z) - :LqOlzOl -ca(x(z) +Z)] 
{z.,IOlEO} OlEQ 

z.,zo 

The maximizing choice (z:) should in particular maximize the expected profits function 
OlEQ 

when restricted to a subspace {zv = z:1 for alI v * OJ} : 

max{Q + POlPOl (xOl (zOl) + zOl) - pJOlxOl(zOl) - qOlzOl - POlCa (XOl (ZOl) + ZOl)} z.,zo 

where Q is a function depending on zv, v * OJ and not on ZOl. 

Consider the function 

g(z) := POlPOl(xOl(z) + z) - pOlfOlxOl(z) - qOlz - PaPa (XOl(Z) + z). 

If ° ~ Z ~ 2a(p-f), we have that 

g(z) = JjJ(2a(p-f» - pf(2a(p-f)-z) -qOlZ - f./Ca(2a(p-f» 

if ° ~ z < 2a(p-f), 

where K is a constant. This is an affine function with positive slope if q < pf and negative slope if 
q > pf. Therefore the maximum of g in the closed interval ° ~ z < 2a(p - f) is attained at 

If z>2a(p-f), then 

{

2a(p-f) if q < pf 

Z = [00,2a(p - f)] if q = pf 

if q > pf 

g(Z) = (JjJ-q)Z_LZ2 if Z > 2a(jJ-f) 
4a 

• which is a quadratic map with maximum at Z = 2a( p - *). This maximum is inside the interval 

Z > 2a(p - f) only when q < pf. Observe that the function g(z) is continuous at Z = 2a(p - f). 
Moreover, g(z) is C1 with 

: I ;.1 .. (;-1) = pr - q . 
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Therefore the maximizer z: is 

2a(p-!I) 
J.J 

* [0,2a(p - r)] z = Ol 

° 
and his expectation for period 1 is 

Actually we will assume that 

XOl ={~a(p-f)-ZOl 
2a(p-f) 

if q<pi 

if A 

q = J.Il' 
if q>pi 

if q<pi 
if A 

q = J.Il' 

if q>pi 

z. =2a(p-f)=2a(p- ;) and X. =0 when q=p. 

Using (3.1), the actual demand of the retailer a. in the spot market will be 

0, if q ~ pi; 

x. = , ir (P-P)+(; -r»o and q"p; 

2a(p-r), if q > pi. 

{
O, if q ~ pi; 

XOl = 2a(p-r), if q ~ pi; 

If all the retailers have the same probability distribution J.J: n ~ [0,1] and the same beliefs 

p,r then the aggregate demands ZQ) = J~z:da,XOl=J~x:da are 

. {p_!I, if q ~ J.Il'; 
ZQ) = J.J 

0, if q > J.Il'. 

0, if (p-P)+(; -r)" O and q ~ p; 

X = (p- p)+!I- r, if (P-P)+(; -r»o and q~p; Ol 
J.J 

p-r, if q>pi. 

In the case of perfect information the probability J..l gives total probability to the true state 

of nature (j) *. The aggregate demands in this case are 

Z = {p - q, if (j) = (j) * and qOlo ~ rOlo; 
Q) ° otherwise. , 
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O, 

XO) = (p- p)+q-r, 

if (p- p)+(q-r) 5, Oand q 5, pi; 

if (p- p)+(q-r) > ° and q 5, pi; 

if q> pi. p-r, 

llI.2 Final Product's Demand, Competitive Prices and Monopoly price 
The demand for the final product at period 1, 

aggregate supply given by the retailers is 

{ 

if X +Z = pO) -qO), 
O) O) l'f pO) - rO) 

From the equilibrium condition DO) (p 0) = X O) + Z 0)' we get that 

aO) SO) , { } pO) = --+--, sO):= mm qO),rO) , 
b +1 b +1 O) O) 

XO) + ZO) = hO) - kO)sO); 

h=~,k=~<1. 
O) b +1 O) b +1 O) O) 

Suppose for a moment that (I) The producer acts as a price-taking agent, (iz) The producer 
knows at period O that the true state of nature is OJ en, and (Uz) There are no futures contracts, 
Then he would produce the quantity y for which his marginal cost is equal to the spot price of the 

intermediate product : (y) = r and he would sell all of his production, The production y would 

be given by 2fty = r, and the aggregate supply at the final product market on period 1, state OJ, 
would be 

Therefore 
h 

and Yc(OJ)=~. 
-+2p 
k 

Call this price the (full information) "competitive price" , 

(3.2) 

Now suppose that (i) The producer knows at period O that the true state of nature is OJ en, 
(ii) The producer acts as a monopolist and (Ui) There are no futures contracts. The monopolist 
would produce a quantity y = DO)(p) = XO) = hO) - kO)rO) (where ZO) = O). He will maximize his 

profits: 

max{r(h - ler) - c(h - ler)}, 
r 

This gives 
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h - 2kr + 2kP(h - kr) = ° 
h(I+2kP) ~ 

r : = and y = h - kr = k M 2k(1 + kp) , M M 2{t+P) 

Call this price rM the (fully informed) "monopoly price". 

The profits of the producer in the fully informed competitive situation are 

ph2 

and in the fully informed monopolist case are 

h2 I 
G ----

M - 4k (l+kP) 

IV. The Perfect Information model 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

In this part we will assume that the retailers know with certainty at period ° which is the 
true state of nature (J) en, but the producer doesn't. Nevertheless, the producer knows that the 
retailers are fully informed. Before period 0, the producer has a ex-ante probability distribution 
v: n ~ [0,1], which he uses in order to decide which contingent futures he will seU at period 0, 
and at which prices. Immediately after period zero, the monopolist makes his production decisions 
using the information given by the futures contracts sold at period O. At period 1 all the 
uncertainty is resolved. 

Suppose that on period 0, retailers believe that on period 1, state (J), the spot price for the 
intermediate product will be 7Q}. By Section 111, if the producer decides to sell futures contingent to 

state (J), the future' s price must be q Q} :::;; 7Q}' and the aggregate demand for futures will be 

l·f • (J)={J)~ 

if (J) '* (J) • , 

where (J). is the true state of nature. 

Suppose that (J) is the true state of nature,and the producer sells ZQ} futures contingent to (J). 

Then the producer gets the information that (J) is the true state and decides to produce a quantity 
y = max{ZQ},hQ} - kQ}r} such that he maximizes his profits: 

8 
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with XOJ +ZOJ = Y = max{ZOJ,hOJ -kOJr}. Observe that ZOJ = h-kq <h-ler only when q >r. 

Since the demands Zv and the prices qv are already realized, this problem is equivalent t08 

Suppose that h(j) - k(j)r > Z(j)' Le. q > r. Moreover, suppose that re (OJ) < q s; f, where re (OJ) 

is the fully informed competitive price of section 111.2. Then the problem becomes: 

maxG(r), G(r):= r(hOJ - kOJr - ZOJ) - c(hOJ - kOJr). 
T 

The function G(r) has a maximum at 

h-Z+2f3h 
r=---:..-

2k(1+kP) 

q+2f3h 
r = 2(1 + kf3) =: f(q) 

q 1 
We have that 0< - = < 1 and f(rJ = re. So that r:: < f(x) < x for x> r::. Since 

. ât 2(1 +kP) 

r:: < q s; r , we have that re < r < q = r . 

This contradicts the hypothesis of rational expectations. Therefore q S; re. In this case the 
function G(r) has no interior maximum and q S; re S; r. 

The intuition behind this is that if re (OJ) < q = f, then the producer will have incentives to 
sell an additional amount at period 1 at a price r < q S; r if it is still profitable for him (this will 
be the case if re (OJ) < r < q). In that case it would be better for the retailer to buy at the spot 
market at period 1 and not to buy futures. Therefore equilibrium under rational expectations 
implies q S; r S; r. 9 

Thus if OJ is the true state of nature, the prices rOJ,qOJ have to be q S; r:: S; r and q S; r. We 
now see that q = re. By the rational expectations hypothesis, we have that r = r, then q S; r = r and 

ZOJ = hOJ - kOJq. At period o the producer maximizes his profits: 

maxF(q), F(q):= q(hOJ -kOJq)-c(hOJ -kOJq). 
q";rc 

8Where y+:= max{o,Y}. 

~ote tbat it is immaterial what valued takes ; and r as long as q ~; and q ~ r. In every case alI alIocations and 

profits are the same. 
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The maximum of the function F is attained at q = r M > rc. $0 that the maximization problem has a 

boundary solution q = '"c. Therefore the prices are settled10 at q = '"c ~ r = r. We will prove this in 

general in the next proposition, but before we need a definition. 

Observe that under rational expectations r = r, the total demand of the retailers at stage (j) 
is given by 

Note that 

if qOJ~rOJ; 

if qOJ >rOJo 

where y(x) = h - kx = p(x) - x is a differentiable function. We will use this function in the 
following proposition. Recalling the calculations in section 111.2, we have that the general 
definition of y(r) is given by 

Xa +za = (c~r1(p-r) = ca(p-r) 
y(r) = X +z = r (Xa +za)da 

J[O.I] 

y(r) = r ca(p(r)-r)da 
J[O.I] 

where &. (x) = ( :. r (x) is lhe inverse function of lhe retailer (l' s marginal cost function, and 

where we use p = p(r) by the rational expectations assumption. 

Proposition. Suppose that 

(i) The retailers are fully informed. 
(ii) The contingent futures contract for the true state (j) is sold at period O. 

(iii) The aggregate total demand at state (j), y(rOJ) = XOJ + ZOJ is a strictly decreasing differentiable 

~%ónopolist's cost function c(y) is convex: c"(y) ~ o. Retailer's cost function is strictly 

f«éYPiL c:::~~~q.rOJ' where rc«(j) is the fully informed competitive price: c'(y(rc») = rc . 

Proof: The futures contract is only sold at a price q ~ r. In that case the retailers beHefs imply 
X(x) = O and Z(q) = y(q). The maximization problem for the producer at period 1 is 

m~{r(y(r)-Z(q)r -c(y(r»)}. 

l0i.e. tbe retailers only buy futures at q ~ r., and tbe producer only seUs futures at r., ~ q. 

10 
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The producer can only increase his profits at period 1 if r::;; q because only in this case 

(y(r)-Z(q)r = y(r)- y(q) ~ O. 

Suppose that t;; < q ::;; r. For r ::;; q, the first order condition implies that 
y - Z + ry' = c' (y)y'. Since y' < O and y(r) - Z(q) = y(r) - y(q) ~ O, we have that 

c'(y(r»)=r+y(r)-Z(q)~o, ifr::;;q. (4.1) 
y'(r) 

Since c' (y(rJ) = rc and ! c' (y(r») = c" (y)y'::;; O, we have that r ~ t;;. But r * q because ifr = q 

then from section 11.1 c'(y(q») = q and then r = rc ' contrary to our hypothesis. Thus 

t;; ::;; r < q ::;; r. This contradicts the rational expectations hypothesis r = r. Therefore q ::;; t;; ::;; r . 

Since q::;; t;; ::;; r, we have that X = O and Z = y(q). The maximization problem of the 

producer at period O is 

max{qy(q)-c(y(q»)} . 
qsrc 

This problem has a boundary solution at r = q. • 

We state now the main result of this section: 

Proposition. It is never optimal for the monopolist to offer all the contingent futures contracts. 
Therefore this market is always incomplete. 

Proof: If the monopolist offers alI the contingent futures he will obtain the fulIy informed 
competitive profits Gc in any state of nature. If the monopolist does not offer the contingent 
contract for state ÔJ and does offer alI the rest, then he obtains Gc (at period zero and no more at 
period 1) on any state (J) * ÔJ. But if the state of nature is ÔJ then he will know it at period O and 
will be able to produce the exact quantity in order to charge the monopoly price rM and obtain the 
fulIy informed monopoly profits GM > Gc ' • 

Indeed, if the monopolist does not offer exactly one contingent future contract cô , then he 
gets the same information as opening alI the future contracts, but does not have any commitment. 

Solution ofthe producer's choice 

11 
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Now we solve the producer's problem: which future contracts to offer, how much to 
produce, y, and how much to charge: roo. 

Let n = E u F, E (\ F * 0 be a partition of n. Suppose that the producer decides to offer 
contracts for ali states in E and not to offer futures for states in F. Then for ali (j) e E the contract 
price will be q = rc«(j), the competitive price, and the producer will obtain the competitive profits 
Gc«(j) if (j) eE is realized. 

Suppose that some (j) e F is the true state of nature. Then the only information that the 
producer gets is that the true state is in F. We assume that he updates his probability distribution 
using }J: n ~ [0,1] with J.l( (j) = O for (j) e E and 

J.l«(j) = v«(j), for (j) e F, 
v(F) 

Le. J..l = the conditional probability of v given F, where v= pO(j)-1 is his ex-ante probability 

distribution. Given this probability }J, he decides to produce a quantity y which maximizes his 
expected profits. 

Rename the states in F so that F = {l,2, ... ,m} and h. < ~ < ... < hm 11. Then the producer 

will solve 

where E F is the }J - expectation. This is equivalent to 

max L J..lli (hj - kj'i) - py2 
1j.~-kj'i$y jeF 

(4.2) 

. h h h +1 
Suppose we have already chosen O < Y < ~. Let a e F be such that "2 < y < T and 

A = {I,· .. , m}, B = {a + 1,·· ., m} . 

Case A: If i eA, Le., y ~ ~ , i.e. (over-production). 

Suppose that we have an interior solution y > h; - k;li, where y, li are the solutions of the 

problem. Then the first order conditions : on (4.2) give 
C/r, 

h 
r,=-' 
, 2k.' , 

h 
X; = h; - k;li = i . 

Since y> 11; , this is indeed the case. The producer's profits in this state i are 
2 

Gj = :i. -f3 y2 for i e A . 
I 

11 For simplicity we make the generic assumption that h, 'Í' hJ for alI i 'Í' j in n. 

12 
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C B· /f' B' < 11; ase . J E ,l.e., Y - 2" 

By case A we are in a border solution, so that Yj = hj - k/j. Then 

h. -Y ,. = _J__ X" = Y 
, k.' , 

and the producer's profits are 

Therefore the expected profits, given that the production is y, are 

1 " h.
2 

" hj " 1 2 2 EG(y):= - ~_' + ~Pj-Y-~Pj-Y -fty 
4 ieA k i jeB kj jeB kj 

= ~EA (~)+E. (~)y-( E. G)+P )y2 
= 5\+1J y+C y2 

where E A (f) = L
ieA 

Pifi and E B (f) = L jeA p/ j and 5\, 1J and C are defined by comparing 

coefficients. Observe that E A and E B are not the conditional expectations because for example 
EB (1) = J.1(B):;t l. 

The "production" Y which maximizes E G(y) in this formula is y. -:c and 

• ':82 

E G(y ) = 5\ + 4C' so that 

if ha <y < ha+l 
2 2 

(4.3) 

if ha <y < ha+l 
2 2 

(4.4) 

It is interesting to compare this production y in (4.3) with the monopoly production YM 

from (3.3). h; <y < hi· is then equivalent to 

13 
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.~~-----~~------------ -------------------~-- --- -------

Let q:]O,hm]~91 be defined by q(X)=~EF(i)-EF(i) if O<x:::;h. and 

q(X)=~EB (i)-EB (i) if ha <x :::;ha+l' where B={a+I, a+2, ... , m} . 

Claim 1. 

(I) lim q(x) = +00 anti lim q(x) = O. 
x --+0 + x--+h;" 

(il) q: ]O,hm ] ~ 91 is continuous, strictly decreasing anti surjective. 

Proof: We only prove (ii). Let B={a+I, a+2, ... , m} and D={a, a+I, ... , m}. Let 

qa :]ha,ha+I]~91 be that restriction of q(x) to ha <x:::;ha+l • It is clear that qa(x) is strictly 

decreasing. We only need to prove that lilll qa (x) = lilJ! qa-I (x). But 
x--+h" x--+h" 

lilll qa(x) = -h
1 

EB (~)-EB (!) 
x--+h" a k k 

= _1 E (~)_IJ" -E (!)+ IJ" = lim q (x) h B k k B k k h- a-I . a x--+ " 

• 
This implies that there exists exactly one a EF such that q(ha+I}:::; f3:::; q(ha). Now consider 

the function E G : Jo, hi J ~ 91 . 

Claim 2. E G :]0, h;] ~ 91 is continuous. 

Proof: Let $\bold E G : J~ , h~1 ] ~ 91 be the restriction of EG(y) to the interval ~ < Y < h;+1 . Let 

A = {I ... a} B = {a + I a + 2 . .. m} and C = {I ... a - I} D = {a a + I . . . m}· then 
'" '" ""'" 

lim EGa(y}= lim {-41EA [hlJ-EB (~)Y-(EB (!)+f31"2} 
(h,,)+ (h,,)+ k k k Y 

y--+ "2 y--+ "2 

1 (hl J 1 h
1 (h) 1 h

1 

( (1) ) h 1 h
1 

= -E - +-11 ~+E - h --11 ~- E _ +A ~+-II ~ 4 c k 4 r-a k D k a 2 r-a k D k .... 4 4 r-a k 
u u u 

We have that = E G(y} is a quadratic function on each interval hi < Y < h~1 , it is continuous and 

there is only one of these intervals - the one with q(ha+I}:::; f3 < q(ha} - where it has a local 

maximum, which has to be its global maximum, given by (4.3), (4.4). 
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• 

The producer's problem is then solved as follows: For each choice E c O with 
#(0- E) ~ 2 of contingent futures to be offered, do the following: 

1. Let F = O - E and order the elements of F by F = {I, .. , m} with h. < ~ < ... < hm • 

2. Let I/({j):= v({j) for alI (j) EF. 
r v(F)' 

3. For a EF, let 

and choose a EF such that q(ha+1) -:;,p<q(ha). 

4. Let A = {l,.·,a}, B = {a + 1,··,m} and 

5. Compare the expected profits EG( E) for all possible choices of E c O, com #(0- E) ~ 2 

and choose the one E* with higher EG . 

6. Compare EG(E*) with all the choices E = O-{{j)} whose expected profits are 

EG({j)) = L vyGc(V) + vyGM(v) 
YEO-(/1I) 

where Gc and GM are from § 111.2. Choose the (proper) subset E c O, but E * O with higher 

expected profits. 

7. If the choice was E = 0- {lO *}, then the producer has full information after offering the futures 

and can solve his maximization problem without uncertainty. Under rational expectations this will 
give 

Y - Z - Y - h/1l for (j) * (j) * 
/11 - /11 - C - 2f3k/1l + 1 

q = r = r ({j)) = 2j3h/1l 
/11 /11 C 2f3k + 1 
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.. 

YdI• =YM = 2(1+
dl
pkdl) 

h. 
for w = w • 

r. = rM(w) = hdl·(1+2Pkdl·) 
di 2k di' ( 1 + pk di' ) 

8. If the choice was E c n, com #(n-E) ~ 2, then 

{YdI=Zdl=YC}~ E .lor W E , 
rdl = rc(w) 

r = di 
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